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The Institute of Mathematics and its Applications is the

professional and learned society for qualified and practising

mathematicians, with a membership of around 5,000

comprising of mathematicians from all sectors, as well as

those with an interest in mathematics.



The IMA is…
The professional and learned society for

mathematicians working in academia,

commerce, education, government and industry.



Membership

•The IMA has over 5,000 members (90% of
whom reside in the UK). Members work
across many sectors of the economy.

•There are over 7,500 e-student members.

Finance 9%

Higher Education + Research 31%

ICT 13%

Industry and Commerce 33%

Schools and Further Education 13%



Activities - 1

• Branches – in seven regions,

and the potential to start more.

• University Liaison
for undergraduates and

postgraduates

• 8 Learned Society journals published by OUP

•Mathematics Today – Our members’ publication

•Mathematics Matters case studies

• IMA MathsCareers – (www.mathscareers.org.uk)

•Conferences

http://www.mathscareers.org.uk/


Activities - 2
• Education and Education grants

• Promotion of Research

• Small Grants to researchers

• Corporate Affiliates and Friends of Mathematics
schemes

• Employers’ Forums

• Academic Representatives

• CMath, CMathTeach and CSci

• Maths Teacher Training Scholarships, funded by DfE

• Exhibiting at the Big Bang Science and Engineering Fair

• Engaging with EPSRC and Parliamentary & Scientific
Committee

• Founding member of the Council for the Mathematical
Sciences (CMS)



Mathematics Today
Mathematics Today is a general interest mathematics
publication aimed primarily at IMA members, who
receive six issues per year. It aims to provide members
of the Institute with news and informative items on
mathematics and related topics.

It includes articles of wide mathematical interest,
overviews of recent developments or applications,
mathematics in education, news of members, book
reviews, puzzles and letters.

Editor Reviews Editor 
David Percy Rob Ashmore
(Salford University) (Dstl)

Letters Editor Editorial Officer 
Christopher Hollings -- Rebecca Waters
(University of Oxford)



IMA Journals

All IMA Journals are fully compliant with the RCUK Open Access policy.

Transactions of Mathematics and its Applications is fully open access.



Mathematics Matters 

Case Studies
• 42 papers have been completed in three phases, covering:

– Phase 1: Modern applications of contemporary maths research.

– Phase 2: New applications of existing maths research.

– Phase 3: Financial impact of maths research.

• Phases 4 and 5 are both underway

• Case studies are available to view online at:

https://ima.org.uk/case-studies/mathematics-matters/

•Advancing the Digital Arts (Phase 1) was made into a 3 minute

animation: www.mathscareers.org.uk/video/advancing-the-digital-arts/

https://ima.org.uk/case-studies/mathematics-matters/
http://www.mathscareers.org.uk/video/advancing-the-digital-arts/
http://www.mathscareers.org.uk/video/advancing-the-digital-arts/
http://www.mathscareers.org.uk/video/advancing-the-digital-arts/


Mathematics Matters 
Sample Case Studies

• Building the Digital Society:

from data to information

•Smarter Phones for all: improving

signal transmission

• Networking for the future:

balancing individual and

society needs

• Predicting climate change





• The MathsCareers website provides a single starting point for
people of all ages to find out where mathematics can lead,
whatever their level. Children from age 11, undergraduates,
graduates and adult learners are all catered for. It attracted over
500,000 visitors during 2017.

• The site helps everyone associate maths with the real world. It
features a wide range of people using maths as part of their work,
from theatre design to climate change modelling to designing
computer games.

• Themes include: Environment,
Health & Society, Business & Money,
Entertainment, Science & Technology
and Sport. Each theme is divided
into age groups, with topical articles
to enthuse and excite. Image Credit: Pickover attractor by Cambridge Engineering 

@ Flickr

https://www.flickr.com/photos/cambridgeuniversity-engineering/9415588312/in/photolist-iiR4qC-68mGZC-5SHesX-2DEdp3-81kzwK-8YFKs2-81kyfx-8Asfs-Gg1NE-fm2mnw-aGUN7M-eZSRC2-ekLp5R-pFYdey-uJJw5-fm2mnA-fkMbkr-gV1TU6-fm2mnq-dc4Z6K-AQZSop-pCebY4-bRV97H-Kz1qZ-9vpn2B-sTdrMp-tMT2Bi-4zHjHT-dm3VmC-8xjJxv-5Zqc1C-7mJc8w-q6hbn8-rsYcb8-8XczB1-8XczFN-925xRQ-81Mah7-8X9yRK-5ZkYbp-7mEjLM-8ZR5mk-cK9PYs-922qEH-apdh3-nznxsV
https://www.flickr.com/photos/cambridgeuniversity-engineering/


University Liaison

Through the University

Liaison project, the IMA

engages with students.

Freshers are welcomed to

the community with

activities including careers

talks, workshops for

mathematics students,

grants to student maths

societies and the free e-

Student scheme with a

regular newsletter.

•We had 8,431 e-Students in

December 2017.

•Our postgraduate activity

supports conferences and

joint IMA / SIAM Chapters.

Image credit: high school boy at computer by Alliance for Excellent Education / Flickr / CC BY-NC 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/all4ed/36334118822/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/all4ed/
https://www.flickr.com/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/




Research Committee

I. David Abrahams (Isaac Newton Institute)

Chris Budd OBE (Bath)

Darren Crowdy (Imperial)

Iain Duff (RAL)

Rod Halburd (UCL)

Oliver Jensen (Manchester)

Sara Lombardo (Loughborough)

Robert MacKay FRS (Warwick)

Nigel Peake (Cambridge)

Ahmer Wadee (Imperial)

Lindsay-Marie Armstrong (Southampton) 

Alan Champneys (Bath)

James Davenport (Bath)

Paul Glendinning (Manchester / ICMS)

Rebecca Hoyle (Southampton)

Chris Linton (Loughborough)

Marta Mazzocco (Loughborough)

Richard Pinch (Civil Service)

Ian Roulstone (Surrey) 

Michael Walker OBE 
(Formerly Vodafone Group)

Chair: Professor Elizabeth Mansfield (Kent)



Activities:

Research Committee 
The IMA Research Committee promotes the needs of

mathematics and applied mathematics research.

It is involved in and supports many activities both independently, and

through the IMA’s founder-member status of the CMS.

•Meetings, Conferences - e.g. Committee Chair, Elizabeth Mansfield was a

speaker at Successfully Integrating Women In To STEM conference.

•An article by Helen Wilson was published in International Innovation, on

the topics of challenges faced by mathematicians today, and the Institute’s

Mathematics Matters case studies.

•Support for the mathematical sciences research community - A subgroup

of the committee reviews applications to the successful IMA Small Grant

Scheme.



Activities:               

Research Committee

• Liaison with Government – e.g. Department for Business, Innovation &

Skills Consultation on support for postgraduate study.

• Representation and collaboration with parliament and funding bodies. -

e.g. STEM for Britain to promote and judge entries in the mathematics

category of its annual competition; this event has a high-profile in

Westminster and provides a wonderful opportunity to promote

mathematics to policy makers.

• Voice of the Future event which provides an opportunity for younger

representatives of science and engineering organisations to ask

questions of leading figures dealing with science in Parliament or in

Government, in a parliamentary setting.



Response to Govt’ consultation-

Artificial Intelligence

• Written by James Davenport
• Image: STOP sign that Machine Learning, trained on a 

standard database of road signs, recognises as a 

45MPH speed limit. [Evtimov et al.,2017, (see 

References, paragraph 24.2)]. 



Small Grants Scheme
• Awarded by a sub group of

Research Committee.

• Annual budget of £20,000.

• Awards small grants to support
conference attendance, research
visits, and events.

Over 200 grants have been

awarded since the scheme

was established in 2004.



The QJMAM Fund for 

Applied Mathematics

This is a major new fund for the support of UK Applied Mathematics.

The fund will be administered by the IMA, but decisions on the

award of grants will be made by a panel appointed by the Trustees

of the Quarterly Journal of Mechanics and Applied Mathematics.

Applications will be invited under a number of headings,

including the following:

•Conference and workshop organisation;

•Conference travel;

•Collaborative research visits;

•Academic-industrial collaborations.



Mathematics 

Representation

HoDoMS
Heads of Departments of Mathematical Sciences in the UK



Council for the

Mathematical Sciences

The CMS was established in 2001 by:

In 2008 two further societies became Members:



Widening Participation

Science Council Declaration on Diversity

The IMA signed the Science Council Declaration on

Diversity on 16 June 2014, to show our commitment to

committed to widening participation in science

education and the workplace.

The IMA is represented at the LMS Women in

Mathematics Committee by Professor Sara

Lombardo. The Committee oversees, amongst other

things, the Good Practice Scheme.

LMS Women in Mathematics 

Committee



Employers’ Forums
Employers' forums create an opportunity for employers to share best

practice on topics such as recruitment, development and retention of

mathematicians. These meetings provide networking opportunities

between employers, universities and the IMA.

•EDF Energy hosted the sixth annual Employers’ Forum on 8 November

2017. Its theme was Diversity, Inclusivity and Employability.

•The aims of the day were to:

 Demonstrate the benefits of Diversity and Inclusivity;

 Consider how Diversity and Inclusivity affects all of us;

 Demonstrate the benefits that mathematicians can bring to employers;

 Highlight the wide variety of career choices available to mathematicians.

• Previous Employers’ Forums were hosted by: EDF Energy (2012), 

AWE (2013), GCHQ (2014), Rolls-Royce (2015), Dstl (2016).

Further details can be found at ima.org.uk/events/employers-forum/

https://ima.org.uk/events/employers-forum/


Corporate Affiliates
• IMA Corporate Affiliates are public and private sector organisations that wish to

demonstrate their commitment to mathematics.

• They value their mathematically trained staff and are committed to their

continuing professional development.

• These organisations also wish to provide and demonstrate support for

mathematics as a discipline which is essential to their own organisation and to

society and the nation.

Our Corporate Affiliates include: Dstl, EDF Energy, GCHQ, MBDA, MEI, The Met

Office, QinetiQ, Rolls-Royce, the Smith Institute, Tesco, Tessella, Thales

Research and Technology, and Vodafone.

Friends of Mathematics
• Organisations can be nominated to be a Friend of Mathematics for a number of

reasons; e.g. they may employ mathematicians, promote mathematics, or

support and encourage the teaching of mathematics.

• The range of organisations that are Friends shows how widely mathematics is

used in business, science, engineering, biology, medicine, IT, finance,

commerce and many other areas of life.



Annual Lectures
• Lighthill Lecture at BAMC 2018

University of St Andrews, 26th-29th March 2018

The IMA Lighthill Lecture is given each year at the BAMC in memory of

Sir James Lighthill, founder President of the Institute.

The 2018 Lighthill Lecture will be given by Professor Reidun Twarock

(University of York).

• 16+ Lecture, Loughborough, July 2017
From Bras to Bridges – John Tyrer

Maths’s Greatest Unsolved Puzzles – Katie Steckles

Boomerangs and Bicycle Wheels – Jonathan Histed



Conference Series
• Cryptography and Coding XVI

• Early Career Mathematicians’ Conference XXIII
(Previously Younger Mathematicians)

• Mathematical Education of Engineers VIII

• Mathematics in Defence V

• Mathematics in Signal Processing XI

• Mathematics of Surfaces XV

• Modelling in Industrial Maintenance and Reliability X

• Numerical Linear Algebra and Optimization V

• Quantitative Modelling in the Management of
Healthcare VIII



Conferences 2018

Saturday 3rd March

University of Durham
Early Career Mathematicians’ Conference,

Spring 2018

Thursday 22nd March

Mary Ward House, London
IMA Mathematics 2018

13th to 15th June

Manchester Conference

Centre

10th IMA International Conference on Modelling

in Industrial Maintenance and Reliability

(MIMAR)

27th – 29th June

University of Birmingham
6th Numerical Linear Algebra and Optimization

14th – 15th September

The Enterprise Centre,

University of Derby

2nd IMA Conference on Theoretical and

Computational Discrete Mathematics

And others, to be announced in due course –

see https://ima.org.uk/events/conferences/

https://ima.org.uk/events/conferences/


Education Service Area

Honorary Secretary
Michael Grove (University of Birmingham)

Deputy Honorary Secretary                                    
Nigel Steele (Coventry University)

Higher Education 

Andrew Osbaldestin (University of Portsmouth)

Schools and Further Education                                                         
Chris Chipperton (Alban Academy)

Education Manager                                        
Vanessa Thorogood



The IMA administers the Mathematics Teacher

Training Scholarships on behalf of the Department for

Education*.

Consisting of £22,000 and a range of other benefits,

Scholarships are available to secondary mathematics

teacher trainees who commence their initial teacher

training course in the academic year 2018/19.

teachingmathsscholars.org/

* in collaboration with the LMS, RSS, MEI, The MA and the National STEM Centre.

http://teachingmathsscholars.org/home


Branches
Six active regions:
East Midlands – London – North West – West Midlands – West of England – Scottish

Branches organise and participate in a wide range of events;

including popular lectures, social events and careers days at

local schools, colleges and universities.

Early Career Mathematicians’

(ECM) Group

This group was set up to engage,

empower and mobilise ECMs and

university students, and provide them with

support and networking opportunities.

They hold two conferences per year and have plans to become more

active, including organising social events for early-career members.



50th Anniversary Year
In 2014 the IMA celebrated its Golden

Anniversary, with HRH The Princess

Royal as Patron for the anniversary year.

•HRH The Princess Royal attended the

Royal Society anniversary event in May

2014, at which she gave a much-

appreciated address.

A commemorative book 50 Visions of Mathematics

was published.



Closing 

Comments

Elizabeth Mansfield

e.l.mansfield@kent.ac.uk



Membership Grades
The five grades of membership offered are:

Advanced Membership

•Fellows have an appropriate degree, followed by a minimum of seven
years experience and hold a senior managerial or technical position involving
the use of, or training in, mathematics.

•Members have an appropriate degree, a minimum period of three years
training and experience after graduation and a position of responsibility
involving the application of mathematical knowledge or training in
mathematics.

General Membership

• Associate Members hold a degree in mathematics, a degree in mathematics in
combination with another subject, a joint degree in mathematics with another subject or
a degree with a sufficient mathematical component such as would be expected in
physics or engineering.

• Students are pursuing a course of study leading to a qualification that meets
Associate Member requirements.

• Affiliate no requirements are necessary for entry into this grade.

ima.org.uk/membership/membership-grades/

https://ima.org.uk/membership/membership-grades/


Becoming Chartered
The IMA currently offers three chartered designations: 

•Chartered Mathematician (CMath) designation                                    which 

recognises high levels of professionalism and                                      competence 

in mathematics.

•Chartered Mathematics Teacher (CMathTeach)                             
designation which reflects the balance between teaching                                      

skills (pedagogy) and mathematics knowledge that is                                       

necessary for a professional teacher to educate and inspire today’s students.

•Chartered Scientist (CSci) designation which represents a single chartered

mark for all scientists recognising high levels of professionalism and competence in

science.

The award of a chartered designation is a highly significant milestone in 
your career.  

ima.org.uk/membership/becoming_chartered

http://www.ima.org.uk/membership/becoming_chartered.cfm.html


Friends of Mathematics

ACE Europe   AEA Technology  Airbus UK  Aircraft Research Association Ltd  Alcatel-Lucent  Alenia Marconi Radar Systems Ltd  Allegro  ALSTOM  ANSYS 

Europe Ltd  Aon Group Ltd  AstraZeneca Plc  Atkins  Barclays Bank Plc  Barrie & Hibbert Ltd  British Nuclear Group Sellafield Ltd   British Petroleum Co Plc 

British Telecommunications Plc  Building Research Establishment Ltd  Buro Happold  BWCI Group  Cadcentre Ltd  Capgemini UK  Citigroup  Close Brothers 

Group  Computer Sciences Corporation  Cummins Turbo Technologies  Deloitte LLP  Delphi Diesel Systems  Deltarail Group  Deutsche Bank  Doosan 

Babcock Energy  Eads Astrium Ltd  EDF Energy  Electronic Data Systems Ltd  E.ON Energy Ltd  Ernst & Young LLP  Experian Decision Analytics  Frazer-

Nash Consultancy  Fujitsu Europe Ltd  General Dynamics UK Ltd  GL Noble Denton  HBOS Plc  Hewlett Packard Ltd  HSBC Bank Plc  HR Wallingford Ltd 

IBM  INSYS Ltd  Jaguar Cars Ltd  Johnson Matthey Plc  JP Morgan Chase Bank  Kier Group  KPMG  Legal and General Group Plc  Lloyds TSB Group Plc 

Lockheed Martin  Logica CMG  LSC Group  Magnox Electric Ltd  MBDA UK Ltd  Met Office  Microsoft Research Cambridge  Moixa Energy Ltd  Moore 

Stephens International Ltd  Motorola  Mouchel Parkman  National Grid Plc  National Physical Laboratory  National Westminster Bank Plc  NATS  Norwich 

Union  Numerical Algorithms Group  Office for National Statistics  Oracle Corporation (UK) Ltd  ORC International  Ove Arup  Paradigm  PAREXEL 

International  Pearl Group Ltd  Pfizer Ltd  PricewaterhouseCoopers  Proctor and Gamble UK  Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory  PSI Statisticians in the 

Pharmaceutical Industry  Raytheon Systems Integration Centre  Roke Manor Research Ltd  The Royal Bank of Scotland  RWE npower Plc  Schlumberger 

Schroders  Science & Technology Facilities Council Staplethorne  SciSys UK Ltd  Scottish Power Plc  SEA (Group) Ltd  Selex Sensors & Airborne Systems Ltd 

Serco Group Plc  Shell UK Ltd  Smith Institute  Smiths Group plc  Standard Life Plc  Steria Ltd  Sun Microsystems Ltd  Swiss RE Life & Health  TGS-NOPEC 

Geophysical Company (UK) Ltd  Thales Research and Technology (UK) Ltd   ThinkTank Maths Ltd   TRL  Tube Lines Ltd  Unilever  VEGA Group Plc 

Vodafone  VT Group  Walsh Associates Ltd  Westland Helicopters Ltd   White Young Green Consulting Ltd  Windsor Fellowship  WRc Plc  WSP  Xansa 

Xerox Corporation  Zurich Financial Services UK Life Ltd

All of these organisations employ mathematicians or promote mathematics….



The future is bright 

for mathematics in 

the UK!

•“History is driven, above all, by mathematics and

the power it gives us to understand, predict and

control the world”

(Michael Gove’s speech to the Royal Society, 29 June 2011)

•“Mastery of mathematics is key to success in the

modern economy”

(Gove’s preface to the Vorderman report: ‘A world-class

mathematics education for all our young people’, August

2011)



Former Presidents: Sir Herman Bondi, Sir James Lighthill,

HRH The Duke of Edinburgh, Dame Kathleen Ollerenshaw



IMA Staff outside Catherine Richards House (2014)



Mathematical science research and mathematics in everyday use

Economic Benefits
The Deloitte report, “Measuring the Economic Benefits of Mathematical Science

Research in the UK” (November 2012) found that the contribution of

mathematical science research to the UK economy in 2010 is estimated to be

about 10% in employment terms and 16% of total UK Gross Value Added.

“The mathematical sciences play a

vital part in all aspects of modern

society. Without research and

training in mathematics , there

would be no engineering,

economics or computer science; no

smart phones, MRI scanners, bank

accounts or PIN numbers.”

Report Foreword,

David Delpy and Frank Kelly



Economic Benefits


